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Steve McGaw is responsible for AT&T’s business marketing organization, where he oversees
marketing of both traditional telecom services as well as mobility and strategic services -- such as
Ethernet, IP networking, hosting, cloud, and applications services – to millions of customers, ranging
from small businesses to Fortune 1000 companies.

Prior to his current role, Steve served as Senior Vice President of Corporate Strategy, responsible for
driving AT&T’s overall long-term planning activities and strategic initiatives. Before that assignment,
Steve drove AT&T’s consumer strategy, which focused on identifying, analyzing and recommending
strategic alternatives for AT&T Mobility and Consumer Markets.

Previously, Steve served as Senior Vice President of Supply Chain for AT&T’s wireless business
(formerly Cingular Wireless), where he was responsible for all supply chain operations, including the
procurement of products and services annually, as well as the receipt, warehousing and distribution
across all wireless business units.

Steve also served as Senior Vice President of Corporate Development and was instrumental in the
acquisition of the former AT&T Wireless, including valuation, analysis and negotiations. Other
projects Steve has directed include the purchase of numerous wireless properties, property swaps,
network sharing joint ventures, and the purchase of wireless spectrum.

During his 27-year career, Steve has also held key leadership positions in corporate development,
business marketing, sales, international and technology planning roles at SBC and AT&T Bell Labs.

Steve currently serves on the Advisory Committee to the University of Texas at Austin McCombs
School of Business; the Advisory Committee to the Purdue University School of Industrial
Engineering; the Board of Trustees for LaunchAbility, a non-profit company serving Dallas-area
families; and the World Economic Forum Steering Committee in support of ‘Delivering the Digital
Infrastructure’.

Steve earned a Master of Business Administration from the University of Texas at Austin; a Master of
Science in Computer Science at Northwestern University; and a Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering from Purdue University.
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